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Abstract
Paper presents own experience in constructing flexible supports under soil-steel structures. A special feature of these foundations are technological simplifications especially
in difficult soil conditions near streams and roads. Possibilities of substantial reduction
of size of foundations are related to redistribution of internal forces from steel shell onto
soil. An example of a prototype structure shaped as steel shell mounted on steel profiles
indicates a chance to reduce foundations currently designed or use new solutions not
considered so far. Results showed in the paper indicate a need of an appropriate soil
compaction. An excess of compaction force could influence the soil structure interaction
in a negative way.
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1. VARIOUS WAYS OF SUPPORTING STEEL SHELLS
Choice of foundation solutions under bridges is dependant on many factors: local conditions, technical aspects, economical and organizational issues. Type of obstacle is crucial
for support system build under the structure( stream, road, railway). Type of subsoil
under designed foundations can result in need to construct a direct foundation in watertight walls. Technical circumstances are for example pending traffic. Usually the most
important factor influencing the foundation solution are costs and construction time limits. Couple of designed and built flexible foundations show their applicability in construction of flexible soil-steel bridges.
Results of tests obtained on built structures [1,2,4] and results of numerical
analysis [4,5,6] indicate that a decrease of shell stiffness results in reduction of internal
forces in the shell wall. It means that live load is transferred onto the flexible steel shell
to a lesser extend and more of soil load is included in the internal forces. Therefore in
some cases thinner walls with smaller corrugations are in favor of shell performance and
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additional stiffening are not necessary. In extreme case [2] one could use even plain
shells which is confirmed by a an example of a structure placed under busy road.
Decrease of internal forces at the steel shell is a direct reason of reduction of
supports forces and this in turn causes simplification of structure support systems. A
comparative analysis of internal forces in soil-steel flexible structures versus classical
masonry bridges are presented in [1]. Analysis of these two types of structures shows that
due to flexibility of a shell a stream of forces is created causing some arching effect.
Results of tests [1] show that there’s a substantial influence of the support of a structure
onto the internal forces built in the wall of the structure. Massive foundations restrict
transfer of forces from soil to lower parts of natural subsoil thus are closing natural force
migration in soil. In this case the shape of a structure is more like a parabolic arch [3].
Less effective is a box shape. As a conclusion of these considerations it is stated that
flexible supports are in favor of flexible structures.
Four schemes of flexible structures replacing classical massive foundations are
discussed in [1] (a):
b. Horizontal flexible corrugated steel placed on sand;
c. Concrete piles with stiff overtop;
d. Steel truss with concrete filling panel [2];
e. Active corrugated steel wall with an anchor

All above mentioned ways of connection of corrugated steel to support in the
area of natural soil is discussed in [1]. Further on in this paper type c is discussed (as per Figure 1).

Figure 1. View of assembled structures and support solution.

2. STEEL SHELL PLACED ON PILE SUPPORT
The reference structure was replacing a road viaduct over railway single track
line which consisted of five-span structure with middle “Gerber” type suspended span made of reinforced concrete. It had a length of 100 m and was
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crossing over the railway line at an angle of 300. This viaduct was replaced with
a corrugated steel shell tunnel of a total length of 67,30 m. The designed shell
was corrugated steel type MP 150/50 41 HA 6-10, as presented in the Figure 2.
The thickness of the steel wall was 7 mm. The shell didn’t have any additional
reinforcements [3]. The span of the structure in the support line was 10,36 m
and the rise was 5,50 m. Corrugated plates were bolted by S8.8 bolts.

CORRUGATED STRUCTURE
MP 41 HA 6 - 10

COARSE - SAND BACKFILL
Is = 0,98

RAILWAY
GAUGE
TYPE "C"

STIFF OVERTOP
(AS REINFORCED
RETAINING WALL)
THICKNESS = 30 cm

COARSE-SAND BACKFILL
Is = 0,98

CONCRETE PILE (REINFORCED)
DIAMETER = 600 mm.
LONG OF PILE = 6,00 m.
SPAN OF PILES = 3,00 m
GRADE OF CONCRETE = B-25

Figure 2. Cross section of the corrugated structure

The structure was placed on concrete piles of 60 cm diameter place at 3,0
m spacing. Piles were bored into soil at 6 m depth. Direct support of the shell
was a concrete panel wall of 1,54 m height and 30 cm thickness ( half a diameter of a pile). Half of the longitudinal re-bars from the pile head were connected
to the panel wall. Ends of the tunnel were performed as concrete portals with 10
m long wings parallel to the railway as in the Figure 3 .
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Figure 3. View of one of the ends of the tunnel

Before placing of 30 cm of coarse-sand bedding a layer of 40-60 cm
crushed concrete coming from demolition of the old viaduct was placed. The
sand was placed symmetrically from both sides and leveled by a bulldozer. Next
it was compacted by 400 kg compactors. In his way an upper level of the concrete wall was reached. The a longitudinal Ø 160 mm drain pipe was placed on
both sides of the structure. At this stage devices for steel structure deformation
measurements were mounted. Steel roller was compacting the soil at 1,0 m distance from the steel shell and the rest of the soil was compacted with the use of
light compactors. Each day two layers of compacted soil were built. Every day a
deformation of the structure was measured. After reaching ap. ½ of the structure rise an increase of the vertical deformations ( peaking) was observed.This
phenomenon was described by many other Authors [3,7,8]. In order to limit that
a ballast of soil and concrete panels was used as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Ballasting with use of soil and concrete panels
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Ballasting was needed until pouring concrete to portal walls. After backfilling the structure at 30 cm over the top a waterproof membrane type
TEFONDU HP was place. The slope inclination of it was 5% and at the neds
of the membrane longitudinal Ø 160 mm drain was placed surrounded by gravel
outgoing to nearby ditches. On top of the membrane remaining layers of soil and
road layer were placed. The slopes adjacent to concrete wings were paved with
open panel type MEBA. The compaction of soil was tested every third layer.
The degree of compaction obtained from tests was Is= 0,99 – 1,02 and was
higher then those needed.

3. DEFORMATION OF STEEL SHELL
Figure 5 shows location of measurement points in the plane view of the steel
structure. This paper shows selected results of the measurements related to deformations of the shell in the crown marked as w and in the span marked as u ,
as in Figure 5. Both were measured with total station. Three measurement sets
were realized as in Figure 5:
- Vertical deforamtions in the crown (points 1, 2, ....,8);
- horizontal at span (at three cross-setions points 12-2-22 oraz 14-4-24 i 16-626);
- horizontal at the connection of steel shell to concrete panel (points 11,
12,......,18 and 21, 22,.......28).
D
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Figure 5. Location of measurement points in plane and way of measuring the deformations

In the case of span a change of point C → C’ was measured. Triangle
ABC, shown in Figure 5 was created by steel string [2]. The geometry of the
steel string was stabilized through a load hang at point C. The change of location of point C gives the deformation of the shell and the values of the deformation can be specified as follows:

u=

∆H ( 2 H + ∆H )
2

R+ R +H

2

(1)
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Where R = D/2. The value u is dependent on length AB, stabilized at the shell
and randomly taken height of the triangle H. Depending on H one can get a multiplied value of u related to measured ∆H. For example when H = D/10 and for
oraz for ∆H = D/100 one obtain from (1) u/D = 0,00208. The displacement u is
ap. five times less than ∆H. It allows small deformations.
The measurements were recorded in times specified in the Table 1 as
numbers of recording. Table 1 gives number of recordings when constructions
backfilling works were performed.
Table 1. Sequence of measurements
Number of
recording

14
15
16
25
27
28
29
34
36
40
42
43

Type of Works
Placement of concrete road panels at the ends of the structure
Pouring concrete at bottom of portals
Placing of concrete Road panels over the crown of structure
Ballasting with soil
Pouring concrete to head portals
Hold on backfilling procedure
Shaping the soil for membrane placement
Pouring concrete to front panels
End of backfilling Works
Placing of the first subgrade layer
Placing of the second subgrade layer
Placing of the binding and wearing course
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Figure 6. Change of deformations during construction
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Change of deformation during construction is presented in Figure 6.
Positive values indicate upwards deformations as in Figure 6. The crown of the
shell was displacing equally at points 2, 3, .....7. Displacements of extreme end
points of shell were substantially smaller.
From graphs’ shapes of u (Figure 6) and w (Figure 7) one can notice
that during placement of soil the structure was still at the AB line level. Further
placement of road layers didn’t effect any more deformations of the structure
which is normally the case for soil-steel structure. The structure was strained
and its’ return to neutral state can be caused only through reological effects and
cyclic live loads from heavy vehicles.
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Figure 7. Change of deformations at the span

4. SUMMARY
The paper is based on own experience with use of flexible soil-steel structures
placed on flexible foundations. In this case an important bearing element is soil
constrained by road layers and the steel structure. Due to flexibility of the structure arching is promoted in the soil. Increase of flexibility of foundations results in reduction of loads on steel shell. Therefore there’s a chance to simplify
the foundations due to transferring of loads to soil instead. The described case
of building a corrugated steel tunnel placed on concrete piles show the importance of appropriate backfilling. High intensity of compaction can result in excessive deformations and must be restricted by ballasting during construction.
With relative low stiffness in relation to span structure required a thorough control of deformations which is crucial in order to avoid failure.
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STUDIUM PRZYPADKU ZASTOSOWANIA STALOWEJ KONSTRUKCJI
PODATNEJ OPARTEJ NA PALACH
Streszczenie
Referat prezentuje własne doświadczenia z budowy podatnych podpór pod konstrukcjami stalowo-gruntowymi. Szczególną cechą tych fundamentów są technologiczne uproszczenia głównie przy trudnych warunkach podłoża w okolicy cieków i dróg. Możliwości
znacznej redukcji rozmiaru fundamentów powiązane są z redystrybucją sił wewnętrznych
z powłoki stalowej do gruntu. Przykład prototypu konstrukcji osadzonej na profilach
stalowych wykazuje możliwość zredukowania zaprojektowanych fundamentów lub użycie nowych, nie rozpatrywanych dotąd rozwiązań. Rezultaty przedstawione w referacie
wykazują potrzebę odpowiedniego zagęszczenia gruntu. Nadmierne zagęszczenie gruntu
może negatywnie wpływać na współdziałanie konstrukcji z podłożem.
Słowa kluczowe: podatne podpory, mosty stalowo-gruntowe, technologia

